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Excellent customer experience includes both humans,
digital humans and chatbots – the foundation of a
future-proof digital workforce.

BUILDING A
DIGITAL WORKFORCE

In the 1960s,programmer Joseph Weizenbaum created
a chatbot so rudimentary and aheadof its time he had to
program it in his own computer language, in lieu of
the natural language processing (NLP) frameworks that
exist today.

He even gave his chatbot a name: Eliza.Eliza’sjob was to
act as a simple therapist, emulating (Weizenbaumwould
later say “parodying”) a Rogerianpsychologist whose
methods mostly involved restating the things people said
back at them, often as questions.

The thing is, Elizadidn’t understand – although that didn’t
stop users, time and time again, revealing intimate details
about their lives.Weizenbaumwrote how he had found

“Tell memore about such feelings.”
“Canyou elaborate?”
“I understand.”

CHAPTER1.

“clear evidence that people were conversing with the
computer as if it were a person who could be appropriately
and usefully addressed in intimate terms”. In fact, he tells
of his shock when his receptionist askedhim to leave
the room so she could disclose things to Elizain private,
despite fully understanding that Elizawasn’t real.

Some 60 years later, we’ve seen huge advances in
computing speed,accessibility through the cloud, and
better understanding of user intent through AI and
machine learning. Chatbots now havemuch greater IQ;
but for all their advantages,they remain robotic by nature,
cold and rather utilitarian. In this one important way,
chatbots have not progressed beyondwhat Weizenbaum
once created as a parody. The emotional intelligence (EQ)
people showed towards chatbots like Eliza is still not being
reciprocated – or at very least reflected back.

But what if it was?What if chatbots could retain their IQ
(their data-processing capacity, efficiency and scalability)
and show EQin the form of body language,empathy,
warmth and humanity? Imagine what’s now on the table
for customer experience(CX)when emotional connection
is a two-way street.

Chatbots havedone a great deal to push the limits of
what’s possible. But I don’t believechatbots alone are the
final form of outstanding digital customer experiences.
The chasm between an autonomous chatbot and human
customer service agent is enormous, and it’s in that huge
divide where alot of CX is lost. To bridge it, we’d like to
introduce you to the world of digital humans.
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Cha tbo t s AND d ig i t a l humans .Cha tbo t s AND d ig i t a l humans .
Not VERSUS.Not VERSUS.

Why now?Why now?

CHAPTER1.

Sincerely,

DannyTomsett
Founder and CEO of UneeQ

1. Drift and HeinzMarketing, 2020 ; 2.PwCFuture of CX,2018

I’d like to start here by reassuring those brands that have
invested years and thousands (if not millions) of dollars into
their chatbots that you’venot made a mistake. In fact, if you
use NLPor havea chatbot, you’vealready done most of the
work towards creating a digital human.

The NLP,all the intents and entities, and all the data that
drives those digital conversations is what youmight
consider the IQof your digital transactions. However,when
we embody intelligencewith a new interface that amplifies
personality and emotional engagement (EQ),it opens up
the possibility to create digital interactions, instead of just
transactions.

Chatbots certainly have their roles to play in the digital
workforce, and we’ll unpack what that can be in this very
eBook.

The latest statistics show that chatbot usagealmost
doubled between 2019 and 2020 (from 13%to 25%).¹
And yet,75%of people around the world (82% in the
US)say they want more human interaction as part of
the experienceof being a customer, not less.They say
a friendly service is the third most valuablepart of the
customer experience,with convenience and efficiency
the two most valuable.²

In this eBook,we’regoing to diveheadfirst into how
customers can have it both ways. Not becausedigital
humans are replacing chatbots, but becausedigital humans
are humanizing chatbots, enhancing them to create
meaningful interactions over simple transactions.

At the same time, we need to protect, augment and enable
real human staff to thrive through the technology. We’re
going to look at how to prioritize each part of your digital
workforce to solve specific customer challenges and
demands by putting human experienceat the veryheart.
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First, let’s define what wemean when we talk about the digital workforce,
and look at some pros and cons of each component.

DEFINING THE DIGITAL WORKFORCE

CHAPTER2.

Chatbots / Virtual assistants:Chatbots / Virtual assistants:

Pro: Pro:

Restricted by scale New experience for
customers

Still a preferred channel Combining both worlds

Humans:Humans:

A digital workforce

Digital humans:Digital humans:
Computer programs of growing
sophistication, designed to imitate human
conversations. Can also be represented
with robo-call interactive voice response,
virtual assistants, voice assistants and other
automated customer-facing technologies.

54%of people say they choose chatbots
over human customer service reps if it saves
them 10 minutes. 35%say saving time is their
number-one reason for using a chatbot.¹

Virtually impossible to show human warmth
and care, to the point where only 22%
of people say chatbots are “friendly and
approachable”.³

Incredible brand representatives, to the point
where 71%of people prefer speaking with
human customer service agents overbots.²

A combination of automated conversational AI technologies and human resources,delivered digitally
and physically, to give a consistently excellent customer experience at the heart of the brand.

In a digital world, humans are hampered by their
ability to bearound instantly when customers,
patients or other users need them to be.

Digital humans take the efficiency of
immediate service and add the empathy,
engagement and personality of speaking
with a real human representing a brand.

Most users havenot yet interacted with a
digital human and strategies to introduce
digital human experiencesvia marketing
channels are important.

A broad term, we admit. In this context,
when wemention “humans” we’rereferring
to staff members – those who traditionally
handle customer service,whether in a store
or branch, on the telephone,or in a live chat
situation.

AI-powered lifelike humans that look, sound
and interact like real people. Driven by a
chatbot but implementing computer vision,
synthesized voice and other technologies
that allow them to speakto customers,
patients or other users in real time.

Super-fast servicePro:

Lacking a sense of care
or personalityCons: Cons: Cons:

1. Usabilla, 2018 ; 2.PwC,2018 ; 3.Chatbots Magazine, 2018
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Chatbots

Digital humans

Humans
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Human support is the gold
standard when value is high but
demand for speed of service is
low.

Users get immediate responses
and can hold longer-form
conversations around topics or
situations that requirea more
human touch.

Users get immediate responses to
low-touch, lower valuequeries that
require no human interaction.

CHAPTER2.
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14%

23%

63%

Converting new customers

Supporting existing ones

Both

I s you r cha t bo t s t r a t egy p r ima r i l y
f ocused on . . .

17%

17%

47%

19%

Number of interactions

Speed of resolution

Customersatisfaction

Reduced cost to serve

Which me t r i c does you r bus iness cons ide r mos t
impo r t an t when measu r i ng t he success o f you r
cha t bo t s t r a t eg y?

42%

32%

12%

14%

Amore “human”experience

More in-depth conversation

Improved brand persona

An omnichannel presence

The nex t p r i o r i t y f o r t he deve l opmen t o f
you r o rgan i za t i on ’s cha tbo t i s c rea t i ng . . . ?

The en t i r e cus tome r j ou rneyThe en t i r e cus tome r j ou rney

How to measu re successHow to measu re success

Wha t ’ s nex t f o r cha t bo t s? A l o t !Wha t ’ s nex t f o r cha t bo t s? A l o t !

Chatbots aren’tsolely being used for customer acquisition,
nor for customer support alone.Almost two-thirds havea
hybrid strategy, meaning their chatbot is a tool used across
departments – from marketing and sales to customer success.

In practice, there are countless metrics to judge the success of
their chatbot implementation. Wegrouped these into four types
of responses,and a customer focus shone through.

Businesseswill want to keep their chatbot aheadof the
competition so they can offer customer experiencesthat allow
their brand to stand out. Interestingly, these brands understand
that bridging the chatbot/human divide is a crucial next step.

Weasked leaders about their chatbot strategies and how
they’re planning to elevate their chatbots in the near term.

THE STATE OF CHATBOTS

Building a Digital Workforce 7
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Chatbots do a great job. But when they’re tasked with replicating the human touch, they’re simply
being set up to fail. By allowing digital humans to take some of the more valuable customer
interactions away from chatbots, our digital humans have bolstered key success metrics.

WHEN CHATBOTS ARE TASKED WITH
REPLACING THE DIGITAL HUMAN TOUCH

CHAPTER3.

of users say they prefer a digital
human interaction over a chatbot
experience.

Digital humans have an averageNPS

higher than a standard chatbot
experience.
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A digital workforce is not about buying technology; it’s about solving for specific customer demandsand
challenges by combining chatbots, digital humans and human touchpoints. It all starts with the problem.

CREATING INTERACTIONS THAT SOLVE FOR.. .

CHAPTER4.

Which channel excels? Speed of serviceSpeed of service

Chatbots

Digital Humans

Humans

Human customer support staff cannot beexpected to know and remember
everything.But the “IQ”of chatbots and digital humans – the stores of data
kept in the backendwhich can be drawn upon in milliseconds – makes customer
service a much faster affair. Chatbots and digital humans can learn the answer to a
question once and remember it forever.

of users say speed of service is the
most important aspect of customer
experience(the joint most valuable
element of exceptional CX)showing
the importance of getting the basics
right.¹

1. PwC-Future of CX,2018
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CHAPTER4.

Personalizationand human touchPersonalizationand human touch

Brand ambassadorshipBrand ambassadorship

As well as speed of service,one of the most in-demand aspects of
exceptional CXis personalization. Businessesare striving to replicate
the personal touch provided traditionally by human customer service reps.
Nothing replaces having someone spending their time solving your issues,
using your name in conversation, and seeing and empathizing with your
problem. But digital humans replicate that emotionally driven interaction
when real people are not able or available to provide it.

Businessesinvest significant amounts of time, money and effort
hiring “their kind of people” – those they think will best represent their
brand. Employing a digital workforce needs the same considerations
to ensure at every touchpoint businesses are providing positive, brand-
led experiences.Humans traditionally represent brands very well, but
digital humans offer it more consistently. Brandsdesign how their digital
human employees look, sound and how they act based on their brand
values and personalities – they build “their kind of employee”.Digital
humans neverhavea bad day or get tired from answering the same
questions thousands of times a day.

Creating or embodying a brand ambassador as a digital human lets
people interact directly with, and have their problems solved specifically
by, the brand,which has not beenpossible in the past.

of marketers say personalization of
their channels helps to advance customer
relationships,with top motivating factors
being improved CX,improved loyalty and
generating ameasurable lift in ROI.²

Engagedcustomers are

more likely to stick to the same
brand in the future. They also make
purchases 90%more often and
spend 60%more per transaction.³

2. Evergage2020Trends, 2020 ; 3. Alida, 2016
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CHAPTER4.

4. IBM,2017 ; 5. Arise Customer Frustration Series,2019

Reducing cost to serveReducing cost to serve

ScalabilityScalability

Companies looking to scale back costs can still offer best in class customer
experiences.For instance, IBM says it reduced the cost-per-query for one of
its technology clients from as high as $200 to only $1 by deploying a chatbot
via the IBMWatson conversational platform – and still saw an NPSincrease.

The averageperson spends 43 days of their life on hold. Thenext generation will likely (and
hopefully) cut that down to at least single digits, thanks to the scalability of automated customer
service agents. Scalability differs from speed of service in that it’s specifically related to how
customer service capacity swells to meet demand.While human support can only handle one
customer at a time, a chatbot or digital human can meet virtually everyoneat once,across
channels, leaving human staff more freed up to answer the more high-touch or valuablequeries.

Automated technologies like chatbots
and virtual assistant can reduce
customer service
costs 4by up to

of customers will wait no
longer than two minutes
on the phonebefore hanging
up,while 13%say no amount
of hold time is acceptable.
Customer experience
expectations have changed
dramatically. 5
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CHAPTER4.

6. Inc,2017 ;7. Drift and Heinz Marketing,2020

AccessibilityAccessibility

Market penetration / consumer demandMarket penetration / consumer demand

Eachpart of the modern digital workforce offers something to
accessibility. Digital humans on a kiosk and human staff in a store, branch
or other location allow peoplewho haveno access to technology a way to
interact in person. Those who cannot visit a physical location can rely on
digital humans to get an empathetic experienceonline,24/7. Meanwhile,
chatbots as a text-only interface make it possible for people to self-serve
when they cannot or don’t want a face-to-face channel,again around the
clock and whenever needed.Digital technologies can also be deployed in
a growing range of languages and dialects, to better servemore diverse
customer segments.

It’s true that most consumers havenot yet interacted with a digital
human, therefore may not be looking for the technology in particular.
Although,what we do know for sure is some people’s fatigue for chatbot
interactions and the hold times that come with the lack of scalability of
real human employees.At the pinnacle of consumer demand is human
interaction, when available,while more and more people are becoming
au fait with what to expectwhen communicating with a chatbot, and will
turn to them for specific problems they needhelp with – such as simple
queries they need answers to quickly.

of consumers say customer service
needs to be available24/7. 6

Chatbot usage almost doubled
between 2019 and 2020 (from 13%
to 25%).7
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“With our AskZeno chatbot,
we introduced conversational
commerce …and we believe
UneeQ’sdigital human is the
next evolution of that.”

– Darrin Grafton– Darrin Grafton
CEO of Serko.CEO of Serko.
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A Q&Awith DylanWeymouth from Noel Leeming about the brand’sdigital human team member, Nola, who lives
in store as a personal concierge and store guide, as well as online as a guided chatbot.

WHAT THIS LOOKS LIKE | NOEL LEEMING’S
DIGITAL WORKFORCE IN THE RETAIL SETTING

CHAPTER5.

Q: Could you share a little about how Nola’s role as aQ: Could you share a little about how Nola’s role as a
chatbot and digital human are differentiated?chatbot and digital human are differentiated?

Q: What do you see as the advantages of theseQ: What do you see as the advantages of these
channels individually, a chatbot and a digital human?channels individually, a chatbot and a digital human?

Digital humans in a physical sense are enticing because it’s a person
not a machine. Peopleare attracted to interacting with Nola primarily
because she looks interesting. Theywant to go and meet her. A chatbot
is functional – it does what you need it to do. So the difference is in the
experiencecustomers choose to have.

Peopleapproach Nola as adigital human to havean interaction that
could go anywhere– from asking about the layout of the store, to
questions about products or just small talk. With a chatbot, they
tend to approach her to solve a problem.

OurNola chatbot is a quicker form of service,and is direct and to the
point. As a digital human,Nola is there for engagement – for users to
chat with. If she can solve a problem, that comes secondary to us. We
want people leavingengaged and thinking “that was fun”. You can have
more off-topic and random conversations with her,and she’sdesigned
to answer more “human”questions.

The utopia for us is taking the collective knowledge of our sales people
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and putting that into a digital human and chatbot who offers it up 24/7 and on
demand.We find plenty of our customers chat to the bot at, say, 2am in the morning.
Very in-depth product recommendations could also be a future state. HavingNola
ask the customer “what’s your living room like” as they’re looking at televisions,and
then basing recommendations off that – having those very human-like interactions
is where this technology is heading.

Our company has a robust set of brand guidelines and tone of voice.When
we thought about how Nola will represent our brand as a digital human
ambassador, we kept 90%true to that. For the remaining 10%,we designed
her unique personality, which goes into the areas that makes her
interesting and a bit more edgy.

Nola is likemuch of our team: she’sa little nerdy, interested in tech and
likes to have a bit of a laugh – but she’sgrounded in our brand’s tone of
voice. As a chatbot, Nola’spersonality comes through in her answers and
small talk. But the questions customers ask are far more “functional”. As
a chatbot, you can’t use tone of voice or facial expression,so the
conversation becomes more to-the-point and less about bringing
the brand personality through.

With both we measure the number of interactions, the quality of those
interactions and the number of handled vs unhandled requests. At any point
in the store,Nola can hand over to a member of our staff, so we look at the
frequency of that as well as “fun”measures of success, like how many people
take a selfie with her. In both the digital human and chatbot, we look at the
endpoints of the interaction,which are the most popular and how to make
those better. Ourutopia is not just a bot that can take you to where the answer
lies, but who can give you the answer through conversation.

Q: What kind of considerations did you make whenQ: What kind of considerations did you make when
creating Nola as a brand-aligned personality?creating Nola as a brand-aligned personality?

Q: How do you measure successwith your chatbotQ: How do you measure successwith your chatbot
and digital human strategies – are they different?and digital human strategies – are they different?
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With so many technology and consumer trends colliding at once, the question is:
when should you be looking to create your digital workforce?

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO BUILD A
DIGITAL WORKFORCE?

CHAPTER6.

1. Adroit Market Research,2020.

By2025, the conversational AI platform market will have grown by 30%
each year (CAGR)to become a $17 billion ¹ industry.

Factoring into that growth is the reduced cost of deploying chatbot
technologies. However,chatbots are only a small section of this overall
conversational AI growth, including “machine learning,automated
speech recognition, NLP,natural language generation (NLG)and others”,
researchers say.

In particular, NLP is anticipated to accumulate the highest CAGRduring
that period. Theseare the exact technologies that underpin digital human
interactions – NLPbeing one of the three pillars that determine
how digital humans work, as well as chatbots.

Those investing in conversational AI are ready to use it beyond just
chatbots to build more complete digital workforces.

And brands are doing this now – right now. They’relooking at chatbots
as one part of the experience,not the be-all and end-all.Today has never
beena better time to start building a digital workforce... except maybe
yesterday.



“This is the time for your
organisation to elevate
the human touch in digital
interaction by upgrading to
a digital human.”

– Stephen Ward– Stephen Ward
Partner at Deloitte Digital.Partner at Deloitte Digital.
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